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Abstract— This paper studies an optimization-based ap-
proach for solving optimal estimation and optimal control
problems through a unified computational formulation. The
goal is to perform trajectory estimation over extended past
horizons and model-predictive control over future horizons by
enforcing the same dynamics, control, and sensing constraints
in both problems, and thus solving both problems with iden-
tical computational tools. Through such systematic estimation-
control formulation we aim to improve the performance of
autonomous systems such as agile robotic vehicles. This work
focuses on sequential sweep trajectory optimization methods,
and more specifically extends the method known as differential
dynamic programming to the parameter-dependent setting in
order to enable the solutions to general estimation and control
problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard practice in the control of autonomous vehi-
cles is to treat perception and control as separate problems,
often solved using vastly different computational techniques.
In order to cope with analytical and computational complex-
ity a common approach is to simplify or ignore dynamical
and control constraints during estimation, and similarly to
not fully capture sensing constraints during control. From
a theoretical point of view, we argue that this approach is
severely limited as it does not reflect the inherent duality
between estimation and control. From a practical point of
view, one should expect an increase in performance if the
full physical dynamics and constraints were systematically
enforced. This could be especially relevant as speed and
agility are becoming increasingly important in almost any
mode of locomotion–in air, on wheels, legs, or under water.

This paper aims to develop a unified computational ap-
proach for both estimation and control problems through
a single nonlinear optimization formulation subject to non-
linear differential constraints and control constraints. The
formulation captures problems including system identifi-
cation, environmental mapping over a past horizon, and
model-predictive control over a future horizon. Estimation
problems are thus regarded as trajectory smoothing [7] while
control problems as model-predictive-control (MPC) [28],
[20], [18]. Our particular focus is on differential dynamic
programming (DDP) [21] which is one of the most effective
sweep optimal control methods [4], i.e. methods that opti-
mize in a backward-forward sequential fashion in order to
exploit the additive and recursive problem structure. While
DDP is a standard approach for control, we show that it
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can be naturally extended to optimal estimation as well.
A parameter-dependent differential dynamic programming
(PDDP) approach is thus proposed to solve simultaneous
trajectory and parameter optimization. We then show that
the computational techniques for ensuring convergence in the
control setting carry over to optimal estimation problems.

This work explores the use of detailed second-order dy-
namical models (typically employed for control) for es-
timation as opposed to the standard practice in robotics
based on kinematic first-order models with velocity inputs.
Early methods for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) [14] include landmark positions in an extended
Kalman filter (EKF) formulation but often exhibit inconsis-
tent estimates due to linearization over time [37], [19], [17].
Unlike filtering, Smoothing and mapping (SAM) optimizes
over an extended trajectory and alleviates such inconsis-
tencies. Many modern approaches leverage various graph
inference techniques. SAM, for example, has been shown
to be equivalent to inference on graphical models known as
factor graphs [12], [13]. Recent estimation methods based on
related ideas have focused on fast performance for real-time
navigation [10], [25], [24], [23], [31], large-scale problems
with massive amount of sensor data [1], [6], [33], [34], [22],
[11], and long-term navigation [35], [36], [8], [9], [32].

However, a unified computational approach for perform-
ing both nonlinear smoothing for perception and nonlinear
model-predictive-control is rarely used. This is despite that
both problems stem from a closely related principle of opti-
mality [7], [38], [39] which in the linear-Gaussian case is the
well-known duality between the celebrated linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) and linear Gaussian estimator (LGE).

Assumptions.: In this work we only consider uncertainty
during estimation, and employ the optimally estimated model
(including internal parameters and environmental structure)
for deterministic optimal control. Furthermore, environmen-
tal estimation is performed assuming perfect data association,
i.e. that features (such as landmarks) have been successfully
processed and associated to prior data.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our focus is on systems with nonlinear dynamics de-
scribed by a dynamic state xptq PX , control inputs uptq P
U , process uncertainty wptq PR`, and static parameters
ρPRm related to the internal system structure (i.e. un-
known/uncertain kinematic, dynamic, and calibration terms)
or external environment structure (i.e. landmark or obstacle
locations)

ρ“pρint, ρextq,

"

ρint – internal parameters,
ρext – external parameters.



The time-horizon of interest is denoted by rt0, tf s during
which the systems obtains N measurements, with measure-
ment at time ti denoted by zi. The complete process is
defined by

9xptq“f pxptq, uptq, wptq, ρ, tq , (dynamics) (1)
zi“hipxptiq, ρq ` vi, i“1, . . . , N (measurements) (2)
uptq PU, xptq PX, (constraints) (3)

where f and hi are nonlinear functions, and vi PZ is a noise
term.

We are interested in solving control and estimation prob-
lems involving the minimization of the general cost:

Jpxp¨q, ξp¨q, ρq“ϕpxptf q, ρq`

ż tf

t0

Lpt, xptq, ξptq, ρqdt, (4)

where the variables ξptq can either denote the controls,
i.e. ξptqfiuptq, for control problems, or ξptqfiwptq for
estimation problems, as specified next.

State and parameter estimation.: When solving estima-
tion problems, the cost Jpxp¨q, ξp¨q, ρqfiJestpxp¨q, wp¨q, ρq is
defined as the negative log-likelihood

Jest“´ log
 

ppxpt0q, ρq¨
N
ź

i“1

p
`

xptiq|xptí 1q, urtí 1,tis, ρ
˘

¨ ppzi|xptiq, ρq
(

,

(5)

where ppx0, ρq is a known prior probability den-
sity on the initial state x0 and parameters ρ, where
ppxi|xi´1, urti´1,tis, ρq is a state transition density for mov-
ing from state xi´1 to state xi after applying control signal
uprti´1, tisq with parameters ρ, and where ppz|x, ρq is the
likelihood of obtaining a measurement z from state x with
parameters ρ. Minimizing Jest corresponds to a trajectory
smoothing problem with unknowns rxptq, wptq, ρs. We as-
sume that the controls uptq applied to the system are known.

Model-predictive control (MPC).: For MPC problems
the cost Jpxp¨q, ξp¨q, ρqfiJmpcpxp¨q, up¨qq is often defined as

Jmpc“
1

2
}xptf q´xf }

2
Qf
`

ż tf

t0

„

qpt, xptqq`
1

2
}uptq}2Rptq



dt, (6)

where qpt, xq is a given nonlinear function, while the matri-
ces Qf and Rptq provide physically meaningful cost weights.
This is a prediction problem with unknowns rxptq, uptqs.
Here we have assumed nominal process uncertainty wptq,
i.e. wptq“0.

Active sensing.: During active sensing the vehicle
computes a model-predictive future trajectory by balancing
control effort and likelihood of estimated state and pa-
rameters. This is accomplished by setting Jpxp¨q, ξp¨q, ρqfi
Jaspxp¨q, up¨q, ρq where

Jas“Ewp¨q,v1:N rJestpxp¨q, wp¨q, ρq ` βJmpcpxp¨q, up¨qqs , (7)

for some βą0 or, practically speaking, as the expected
combined estimation-control cost over all possible future
states and measurements. Here, wp¨q denotes a continuous
process noise signal over rt0, tf s, while v1:N fi tv1, . . . , vNu

denotes a finite sequence of measurement noise terms. For
nonlinear systems, the expectation (7) cannot be computed
in closed form. One solution is to use the approximate cost

pJas“

P
ÿ

j“1

cj
“

Jestpx
jp¨q, wjp¨q, ρq ` βJmpcpx

jp¨q, up¨qq
‰

,

based on P samples pwjp¨q, vj1:N q for j“1, . . . , P , with
weights cj such that

řP
j“1 cj“1. Here, Jest is computed

using measurements zji “hpx
j
i , ρq` v

j
i and the sampled tra-

jectories xjp¨q satisfy 9xjptq“fpt, xjptq, uptq, wjptq, ρq. The
samples can either be chosen independently and identically
distributed in which case we have cj“1{P or, for instance,
using an unscented transform.

Adaptive model-predictive control.

Our proposed strategy is to solve both an optimal esti-
mation and an optimal control problem at each sampling
time t, by first performing estimation over a past horizon of
Test seconds and then applying MPC over a future horizon
of Tmpc seconds. If t denotes the current time, then first
Jest is optimized over the interval rt ´ Test, ts to update
the current state xptq and parameters ρ, after which Jmpc
is optimized over rt, t ` Tmpcs to compute and apply the
optimal controls uptq. Next, we specify a common numerical
approach for optimizing either (5) or (6). Although our
general methodology also applies to active sensing costs (7),
this paper develops examples only for costs (5) and (6).

The finite-dimensional optimization problem.

The proposed numerical methods are based on dis-
crete trajectories x0:N fi tx0, x1, . . . , xNu and ξ0:N´1 fi

tξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξN´1u using time discretization tt0, t1, . . . , tNu
with tN “ tf where xi«xptiq and ξi« ξptiq. With these def-
initions, optimizing the functional (4) will be accomplished
using the finite-dimensional minimization of the objective

JN px0:N , ξ0:N´1, ρqfiLN pxN , ρq `
N´1
ÿ

i“0

Lipxi, ξi, ρq, (8)

subject to: xi`1“fipxi, ξi, ρq, (9)

where Li«
şti`1

ti
Ldt encodes the cost along the i-th time

stage, LN ”ϕ is the terminal cost, fi encodes the update
step of a numerical integrator from ti to ti`1. We again
underscore that the term ξ has a different meaning based
on whether J defines an estimation or a control problem. In
particular, during estimation over a past-horizon the parame-
ters ρ and uncertainties w0:N´1 are treated as unknowns and
hence ξifiwi, while during optimal control over a future
horizon the unknowns are the controls u0:N´1, and hence
ξifiui.

For computational convenience it is often assumed that
the state and parameters have a Gaussian prior, i.e. x0„

N px̂0,Σx0q and ρ„N pρ̂,Σρq and that uncertainties are
Gaussian, i.e. wi„N p0,Σwiq and vi„N p0,Σviq. The esti-



mation cost (5) is then equivalently expressed as

Jest“
1

2

 

}x0´x̂0}
2
Σ´1
x0

`}ρ´ρ̂}2
Σ´1
ρ
`

N´1
ÿ

i“0

}wi}
2
Σ´1
wi

`

N
ÿ

i“1

}zi´hipxi, ρq}
2
Σ´1
vi

(

.

(10)

III. PARAMETER-DEPENDENT SWEEP METHODS

Two standard types of numerical methods are applicable
for solving the discrete optimal control problem (8)–(9):
nonlinear programming using either collocation or multiple-
shooting which optimizes directly over all variables, and
stage-wise sweep methods which explicitly remove the tra-
jectory constraint (9), e.g. by solving for the associated
multipliers recursively.

Nonlinear programming [16], e.g. based on sequential-
quadratic-programming (SQP) or interior-point (IP) methods
are applicable as long as problem sparsity is exploited,
i.e. by specifying Jacobian structure, to handle problems of
reasonable size (e.g. a trajectory with Nną100).

Our focus will be on the latter type of methods. Instead
of formulating an rNpn ` cq `ms-dimensional monolithic
program it is possible to explicitly factor out the trajectory
constraints in a recursive manner and solve N smaller
problems of dimension rn ` cs with m parameters and one
m-dimensional program. From the optimal control point of
view, Stage-wise Newton method (SN) [2] and differential
dynamic programming (DDP) [21], [29] are the standard
lines of attack in this context. From the estimation point
of view, probably the most widely used approach to the
smoothing problem is the discrete-time Rauch-Tung-Striebel
(RTS) smoother [4], [7], [15], which is based on linearizing
the dynamics and replacing nonlinear cost terms with their
first-order Taylor series expansion. Keeping first-order terms
only has been motivated by the least-squares form of the cost
amenable to Gauss-Newton methods. Note that the Gauss-
Newton approach exhibits quadratic convergence under the
condition that either when the cost residual is small, or when
the Hessian matrices have small eigenvalues.

While SN and DDP are common in control, they are
equally capable of solving estimation problems and there
is a reason to believe that they should outperform Gauss-
Newton methods for highly non-linear problems by consid-
ering higher-order terms.

The advantages of sweep methods is that the dimen-
sionality is directly reduced, that the true nonlinear dy-
namics is used in evolving the trajectory, that second-order
information is exploited, and that stage-wise (localized)
as opposed to a global regularization can be applied for
finding a suitable search direction. The disadvantage is that
complex state inequality constraints cannot be systematically
enforced, something that active-set SQP and IP methods are
specifically designed to handle [3]. In addition, when the
constant parameter ρ includes a large number of landmarks
it has been shown that explicitly factoring out the trajectory
x can actually reduce efficiency by reducing sparsity and

precluding optimally-ordered factorization methods. We thus
expect that the proposed methods would be most effective
for coupled estimation and control over a short horizons.

Linearization

The variational solution that we will develop will require
infinitesimal relationship between state, control, and param-
eter variations in view of the dynamics. This can be written
according to

δxi`1“Ai ¨ δxi `Bi ¨ δξi ` Ci ¨ δρ. (11)

and obtained as follows:
Explicit linearization: When the dynamics is provided

in the explicit form xi`1“fipxi, ξi, pq then the linearization
is obtained by

Ai”Bxfi, Bi”Bξfi, Ci”Bρfi.

When analytical derivatives are not available, or when fi is
encoded by e.g. a complex black-box physics engine, these
Jacobians are computed using finite differences.

Implicit Constraint Linearization: When the dynamics
corresponds to an implicit analytical relationship

cipxi`1, xi, ξi, pq“0,

we have Ai“pD1ciq
´1pD2ciq, Bi“pD1ciq

´1pD3ciq, Bi“
pD1ciq

´1pD4ciq assuming D1ci is full-rank.

Parameter-dependent Differential Dynamic Programming

The DDP approach is extended to the parameter-dependent
in two steps: 1) the state x is augmented using the parameters
ρ and the standard DDP-Backward sweep is applied to the
augmented system; 2) parameter variations δρ are computed
in a special manner and applied only once at the start of
DDP-Forward while state variations δxi are updated in the
standard way.

Let the augmented state sxPX ˆ Rc be defined as x̄i“
pxi, ρq. The augmented discrete dynamics function sfi is then

sfipsxi, ξiq“

„

fipxi, ξi, ρq
ρ



,

and its corresponding augmented state Jacobian sAifiBsx sfi is

sAi“

„

Ai Ci
0 I



.

With these definitions we can apply DDP to the augmented
system by first defining the augmented cost-to-go from state
xi at time-stage i using inputs ξi:N´1 by

Jipx̄i, ξi:N´1q“LN pxN , ρq `
N´1
ÿ

k“i

Lkpxk, ξk, ρq,

where xi`1“fipxi, ξi, ρq. The optimal value function at
time-stage i is denoted by Vipx̄iq and defined according to

Vipx̄iq“ min
ξi:N´1

Jipx̄i, ξi:N´1q.

The value function can be expressed recursively through the



HJB equations according to

Vipx̄iq“min
ξ

 

Vi`1

`

sfipx̄i, ξq
˘

` Lipx̄i, uiq
(

. (12)

Let Qipx̄, ξq denote the unoptimized value function given by

Qipx̄, ξq“Vi`1

`

f̄ipx̄, uq
˘

` Lipx̄, uq.

In DDP one computes the controls ui to minimize Qi using
a local second-order expansion with a resulting cost-change
given by

∆Qi«
1

2

»

–

1
δsxi
δξi

fi

fl

»

–

0 ∇
sxQ

T
i ∇ξQ

T
i

∇
sxQi ∇2

sxQi ∇
sxξQi

∇ξQi ∇ξsxQi ∇2
ξQi

fi

fl

»

–

1
δsxi
δξi

fi

fl.

By the principle optimality, δξi should minimize ∆Qi which
results in the condition

δξ˚i “Ki ¨ δsxi ` αiki, (13)

where Ki“´∇2
ξQ

´1
i ∇ξsxQi, ki“´∇2

ξQ
´1
i ∇ξQi for a cho-

sen step-size αią0 [21]. The terms Ki and ki are computed
during the backward sweep and used to update the inputs ξi
(using δξi) which in turn are used to update that states xi
during the forward sweep:

PDDP-Backward

V
sx :“∇

sxLN , V
sxsx :“∇2

sxLN

For k“N´1Ñ0

Q
sx :“∇

sxLi ` sATi Vsx,

Qξ :“∇ξLi `B
T
i Vx

Q
sxsx :“∇2

sxLi `
sATi pVsxsxq sAi `∇2

sxf ¨Vsx

Qξξ :“∇2
ξLi `B

T
i pVsxsxqBi `∇2

ξf ¨Vsx

Qξsx :“∇ξsxLi `B
T
i

“

VxxAi VxxCi`Vxρ
‰

`∇ξsxf ¨Vsx

Choose µią0 s.t. rQξξfiQξξ ` µiIą0

ki“´ rQ´1
ξξ Qξ, Ki“´ rQ´1

ξξ Qξsx

V
sx“Qsx `Ki

TQξ, V
sxsx“Qsxsx `Ki

TQξsx

The key difference between PDDP and DDP is that while
in standard DDP one starts with setting δx0“0 in the
forward sweep, i.e. the initial state is known, in PDDP we
actually set δsx0“p0, δρ

˚q where δρ˚ is a non-zero optimal
change in the parameters.

This optimal change is computed through the optimization

δρ˚“min
δρ

∆V0psx0q, (14)

where
∆Vifi∇

sxVTi δsxi `
1

2
δsxTi ∇2

sxVi δsxi,

with

∇
sxV“

„

∇xV
∇ρV



, ∇2
sxV“

„

∇2
xV ∇xρV

∇ρxV ∇2
ρV



.

With these definition the solution to (14) reduces to

δρ˚“´r∇2
ρV0s

´1∇ρV0

since δx0“0. In practice, regularization is employed to

ensure convergence, when ∇2
ρV0 is not positive definite and

invertible. The forward sweep is implemented using:

PDDP-Forward

Choose νą0 s.t. rVρρfiVρρ ` νIą0

Cholesky-solve for dPRm: rVρρd“´Vρ
Do: select step-size α
δx0“0, δρ“αd, V 10“0

ρ1“ρ` δρ

For i“0ÑN ´ 1

ξ1i“ ξi ` αki `Ki

„

δxi
δρ



x1i`1“fipx
1
i, ξ

1
i, ρ

1q

δxi`1“x
1
i`1 ´ xi`1

V 10“V 10 ` Lipx1i, ξ1i, ρ1q
V 10“V 10 ` LN px1N , ρ1q

Until pV 10 ´ V0q is sufficiently negative

The step-size α is chosen using Armijo’s rule [2] to
ensure that the resulting controls u10:N´1 yield a sufficient
decrease in the cost V 10 ´ V0, where V0 is the computed
value function in the previous iteration. In practice, second-
order terms involving the dynamics (i.e. ∇2

sxfi,∇2
ξfi,∇ξsxfi)

can be ignored as long as they have small eigenvalues,
or when V

sx is small. The complete algorithm consists of
iteratively sweeping the trajectory backward and forward
until convergence:

Optimizepx0:N , ξ0:N´1, ρq

Iterate until convergence
PDDP-Backward
PDDP-Forward

Convergence: The algorithm is guaranteed to con-
verge to a local minimum at which }∇uQi}«0 for all
i“0, . . . , N ´ 1 and }∇ρV0}«0. This is ensured by em-
ploying regularization since the chosen steps δui and δρ
result in reduction of the total cost following an argument
employed in the original DDP algorithm [27]. In particular,
the additional variation δρ results in the approximate change
∆ρV0“´αVTρ prVρρq´1Vρă0 for Vρ‰0.

IV. OPTIMIZATION ON THE MOTION GROUP SE(3)

In many practical applications involving vehicle models
the n-dimensional state space can be decomposed as X“
SEp3q ˆ A, where SEp3q denotes the space of rigid-body
motions and AĂRn´6 is a vector space. Accordingly, the
state is decomposed as x“pg, aq where g PSEp3q and
aPA. In such cases, it is preferable to perform trajectory
optimization directly on X rather than choosing coordinates
such as Euler angles which have singularities.

Methods such as SQP, SN and DDP can be easily applied
to optimization on the manifold X . This is accomplished
using two modifications: using a trivialized gradient dgLP
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Fig. 1. Estimation and mapping using parameter-dependent DDP applied to a mock-up AUV navigation task.

R6 in place of the standard gradient ∇gL of a given func-
tion L :SEp3qÑR, and using trivialized variations dg PR6

instead of the standard variation δg. This is necessary since
both ∇gLPT

˚
g SEp3q and δg PTgSEp3q are matrices 1 (as

opposed to vectors) and are not compatible with the vector
Calculus employed by standard optimization methods. The
trivialized gradient is defined by

dgLfi∇V

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V“0
Lpg exppV qq, (15)

for some V PR6, where exp :R6ÑSEp3q is the standard
exponential map [30]. The trivialized variation is defined by

dgfi pg´1δgq_,

where the map p¨q_ : sep3qÑR6 is the inverse of the hat
operator p̈:R6Ñ sep3q which for a given V “pω, νq is

pV “

„

pω ν
01̂ 3 0



, pω“

»

–

0 ´w3 w3

w3 0 ´w1

´w2 w1 0

fi

fl . (16)

In essence, if g corresponds to rotation RPSOp3q and
position pPR3, the reduced variation is simply dg“
rpRT δRq_, RT δpsT .

Applying DDP on X is then accomplished by defining
Ai, Bi, Ci so that

dxi`1“Aidxi `Biδui ` Ciδρ, (17)

where dxifi pdgi, δaiq, employing dxLfi pdgL, ∇aLq in-
stead of ∇xL during the Backward sweep, and using

dxi`1“plogpg´1
i`1g

1
i`1q, a

1
i`1 ´ ai`1q

instead of δxi`1“x
1
i`1 ´ xi`1 during the Forward sweep.

Here the logarithm log :SEp3qÑR6 is defined as the inverse
of the exponential, i.e. logpexppV qq“V (see e.g. [30], [5]).

Using the Cayley map for improved efficiency and sim-
plicity in implementation.: The exponential and its inverse
are a standard (and natural) choice for differential calculus
on SEp3q. An alternative choice is the Cayley map cay :
R6ÑSEp3q defined (see e.g. [26]) by

caypV q“

«

I3`
4

4̀ }ω}2

´

pω` pω2

2

¯

2
4̀ }ω}2 p2I3`pωq ν

0 1

ff

, (18)

since it is an accurate and efficient approximation of the ex-
ponential map, i.e. caypV q“ exppV q`Op}V }3q, it preserves

1The space TgSEp3q is the tangent space on at a point g PSEp3q while
T˚
g SEp3q is the cotangent space of linear functions.

the group structure, and has particularly simple to compute
derivatives. Its inverse is denoted by cay´1 :SEp3qÑR6 and
is defined for a given g“pR, pq, with R‰´I , by

cay´1pgq“

„

r´2pI `Rq´1pI ´Rqs_

pI `Rq´1p



.

V. APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

Consider a rigid body with state x“pg, V q PSEp3q ˆR6

with configuration

g“

„

R p
0 1



, g´1“

„

RT ´RT p
0 1



and velocity V “pω, νq. Assume that the system is actuated
by control inputs uPRc, where cą1. The dynamics is

9gptq“gptqzV ptq, (19)
9V ptq“F pgptq, V ptq, uptq, wptqq, (20)

where F encodes any Coriolis/centripetal forces, and forces
such as damping, friction, or gravity, as well as the effect
of control forces u. For instance, simple models of aerial or
underwater vehicles assume the form

F pg,V,u,wq“M´1

ˆ

adTVMV ´HpV qV `

„

0
RTfg



`Gu`w

˙

,

where M ą0 is the mass matrix, HpV qě0 is a drag matrix,
fg PR3 is a spatial gravity force, G is a constant control
transformation matrix. In this example, the uncertainty w
appears as a forcing term. We employ a Lie group integrator
to construct a discrete-time version which takes the form

gi`1“gicayp∆tiVi`1q, (21)
Vi`1“Fipgi, Vi, ui, wiq, (22)

where cay is the Cayley map defined in (18), ∆tifi ti`1´ti,
and Fi encodes a numerical scheme for computing Vi`1. For
instance, a simple first-order Euler step corresponds to setting

Fipgi, Vi, ui, wiq“Vi `∆tiF pgi, Vi, ui, wiq,

while in a second-order accurate trapezoidal discretization,
Fi corresponds to the implicit solution of

Vi`1“Vi`
1

2
r∆tiF pgi, Vi, ui, wiq`∆ti`1F pgi, Vi`1, ui, wiqs ,

which in general is solved using an iterative procedure such
as Newton’s method.

Estimation Cost.: Consider the optimal estimation of
the vehicle trajectory using measurements of its velocity as
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parameter-dependent DDP. MPC is formulated as optimization over the future controls ui while estimation over the unknown past disturbance forces wi.

well as 3-d landmark positions using e.g. a stereo camera.
Denote the indices of all observed landmarks at time ti by
the set Oi. A measurement at time ti then contains

zi“prVi, tr̃ijujPOiq,

where rVi is the measured velocity (e.g. from an IMU and
odometry) and r̃ij denotes the observation of landmark j
from pose i. The stage-wise costs at stage i are

Lipxi, wi, ρq“
1

2
}wi}

2
Σ´1
wi

`
1

2
}Vi ´ rVi}

2
Σ´1
Vi

`
ÿ

jPOi

1

2
}RTi p`j ´ piq ´ r̃ij}

2
Σ´1
rij

looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

fiepgi,`j |r̃ijq

. (23)

The gradient and Hessian of Li with respect to V and ω are
straightforward to compute, and with respect to g are defined
with the help of the trivialized gradient (15). In particular,
the derivatives of the last term in (23) are given by

dge“

ˆ

´r̂y
´y

˙

, d2
ge“

„

r̂TΣ´1
r r̂` r̂ŷ

2 `
ŷr̂
2 Σ´1

r r̂´ ŷ
2

pΣ´1
r r̂´ ŷ

2 q
T Σ´1

v



,

∇`e“Ry, ∇2
`e“RΣ´1

r RT ,

∇`dge“
“

RpΣ´1
r pr ´ pyq ´RΣ´1

r

‰

,

where rfiRT p`´ pq, yfiΣ´1
r pr´ r̃q, and all quantities are

defined for the rij-th measurement.
Control Cost.: For control purposes we consider the

stage-wise cost

Lipxi, ui, ρq“
1

2
}Vi ´ Vd}

2
QVi

`
1

2
}ui}

2
Ri ,

and terminal cost

LN pxN , ρq“
1

2
}cay´1pg´1

f gN q}
2
Qgf

`
1

2
}VN ´ Vf }

2
QVf

,

and where QVi ě0, Qgi ě0, Rią0 are appropriately chosen
diagonal matrices to tune the vehicle behavior while reaching
a desired final state xf “pgf , Vf q. The derivatives of Li
are straightforward to compute. Only the derivatives of LN
depend on g and involve the Cayley map. They are given by

dgLN pxN , ρq“pdcay´1
p´∆N qq

TQgf∆N ,

d2
gLN pxN , ρq«pdcay´1

p´∆N qq
TQgf dcay´1

p´∆N q,

where ∆N “ cay´1pg´1
f gN q. Note that the Hessian can be

approximated by ignoring the second derivative of cay as
long as the vehicle can truly reach near gf .

The trivialized Cayley derivative denoted by dcaypV q for
some V “pω, νq PR6 is defined (see e.g. [26]) as

dcaypV q“

«

2
4`}ω}2 p2I3 ` pωq 03

1
4`}ω}2 pνp2I3 ` pωq I3`

1
4`}ω}2 p2pω`pω2q

ff

, (24)

it is invertible and its inverse has the simple form

dcay´1
pV q“

„

I3 ´
1
2 pω `

1
4ωω

T 03

´ 1
2

`

I3 ´
1
2 pω

˘

pν I3 ´
1
2 pω



. (25)

Linearization of dynamics.: The final step is to provide
the linearization of the dynamics in the form (17), where
dxi“pdgi, δViq. The linearization matrices are given (we
omit the details for brevity) by

Ai“

„

Adcayp´∆tiVi`1q ∆tidcayp´∆tiVi`1q

0 I

 „

I 0
dgF ∇V F



Bi“

„

Adcayp´∆tiVi`1q ∆tidcayp´∆tiVi`1q

0 I

 „

0
∇ξF



,

where ξfiu for control, and ξfiw for estimation problems.

In a preliminary study, the algorithm is applied to the
parameter estimation and environmental mapping of a sim-
ulated autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with a simple
second-order planar underactuated rigid body model with
two differential thrusters and unknown linear drag terms. The
parameters are ρ“pd, `1, `2, . . . , `M q, where dPR3 are the
three damping terms for each degree of freedom, and `j PR2

denote landmark locations. The vehicle is also subject to
external forces modeled as disturbances wptq. The vehicle
executes a “figure-8” path and observes 300 landmarks but
due to uncertainties in its model and measurements has a
poor estimate of the path traveled (Figure 1). The DDP
algorithm is executed over the whole past horizon to correct
the estimate after 8 iterations. In this setting the optimization
is over the parameters ρ and uncertain forces wi since the
controls ui are known. Figure 2 shows the same approach
applied with combination with MPC implemented using the
same DDP algorithm.



VI. CONCLUSION

This paper considers the solution of estimation and control
problems through a common optimization-based approach.
Our key motivation is the unified and systematic treatment
of dynamics, control, and sensing constraints during both
estimation and control in order to increase the performance
of autonomous systems such as agile robotic vehicles. As a
particular computational solution, we developed parameter-
dependent version of differential dynamic programming,
which is a well-established method for optimal control.
This paper demonstrated that DDP can be employed for
both estimation and control problems using different cost
functions, and by optimizing over unknown or uncertain
forces during estimation and optimizing over control inputs
during control. The method was implemented in simulation
using rigid-body models applicable to underwater or aerial
vehicles. Several key issues remain to be studied in order
establish the exact computational advantages of the proposed
method. In particular, we expect that the method should be
most advantageous when the number of static parameters is
small and must be used in a receding horizon fashion. In
the near future, we will also implement the method on real
systems and analyze the benefits of exploiting dynamics and
optimization over forces in comparison to standard SLAM
techniques based on kinematic or unconstrained models.
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